Billy Joel's song Piano Man was released in 1973 as his first single and is based upon his experiences when he worked as a lounge player in Los Angeles, CA.

Piano Man is in the key of C and to play it you will need a harmonica also in the key of C because we will be playing in first position otherwise known as “straight harp.”

The song is in ¾ time or “waltz time” which is unusual for a rock song but it works very well in Piano Man.

Here is my video where I show how to play it:  [https://youtu.be/muYRYOlmVRU](https://youtu.be/muYRYOlmVRU)

Harmonica TAB Legend:

6 = blow note   -4 = draw note

```
6    -6    6    -5    5    -5    5    4    4    -4    5    -4    5    -5
5    -5    5    -4    4    -4    4    3    3    -3    4    -3    4    -4

6   -6    6    -5    5    -5    5    4    -5    5    -4    4
5   -5    5    -4    4    -4    4    3    -4    4    -3    3
```